
Chapter 5

Reflection and Transmission I

Nearly all recording of seismic waves is performed at the Earth’s surface and most
seismic sources are fairly shallow. We are therefore, of necessity, interested in
waves reflected back by the Earth’s internal structure. In seismic prospecting we
are particularly interested inP waves reflected at near-vertical incidence. For longer
range explosion seismology wide-angle reflections from the crust-mantle boundary
are often some of the most significant features on the records. At teleseismic
distances the mainP andSarrivals have been reflected by the continuously varying
wavespeed profile in the Earth’s mantle. For deep sources we are also interested in
the transmission of seismic waves to the surface.

In this chapter we consider the reflection of cylindrical waves by portions of a
stratified medium and show how reflection coefficients for the different wave types
can be constructed using the stress-displacement fields introduced in chapter 3. We
define such reflection and transmission coefficients by the relation between up and
downgoing wave amplitudes at the limits of the region of interest.

An exact decomposition of the seismic wavefield into up and downgoing parts
can only be made in a uniform medium. Thus, in order to give a unique and
unambiguous definition of the reflection and transmission coefficients for the region
zA ≤ z ≤ zB, we adopt the following stratagem. We isolate this region from the
rest of the stratification by introducing hypothetical half spaces inz < zA, z > zB
with properties equal to those atz = zA, z = zB respectively. We can now visualise
up and downgoing waves in these half spaces and then define reflection coefficients
by relating the wavevectors in the upper and lower half spaces. The continuity
of the seismic properties atzA and zB ensures that the reflection properties are
controlled entirely by the structure within(zA, zB).

5.1 Reflection and transmission at an interface

We may isolate an interface across which there is a change in the elastic properties
of the material by embedding it between two half spaces with the properties just
at the two sides of the interface. With the assumption of welded contact at the
interface,z = zI say, we will have continuity of the stress-displacement vectorb
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Reflection and Transmission I

acrosszI. Any such vector will, however, have a different representation in terms
of up and downgoing wave components on the two sides of the interface.

In medium ‘−’, z < zI

b(zI−) = D−(zI−)v−(zI−), (5.1)

and in medium ‘+’, z > zI

b(zI+) = D+(zI+)v+(zI+). (5.2)

These two expressions represent the same stresses and displacements and so we
can connect the wavevectors in the upper and lower half spaces,

v−(zI−) = D−1
− (zI−)D+(zI+)v+(zI+),

= Q(zI−, zI+)v+(zI+). (5.3)

This relation enables us to extract reflection and transmission coefficients for
the interface. We illustrate the procedure for scalarSH waves and then extend
the treatment to coupledP-SV waves with the introduction of reflection and
transmission matrices.

5.1.1 SH waves

We prescribe the slownessp to be the same in both half spaces and so automatically
satisfy Snell’s law at the interface. The inclination of the waves to the vertical
depends on the vertical slownesses

qβ− = (β−2
− − p2)1/2, qβ+ = (β−2

+ − p2)1/2, (5.4)

with, e.g., an angle of inclination

j− = cos−1(β−qβ−). (5.5)

On substituting the explicit forms forv (3.16) andD (3.25) we may write (5.3) as[
HU−

HD−

]
=
εβ−εβ+

β−β+

[
µ−qβ− i
µ−qβ− −i

] [
1

−iµ+qβ+ iµ+qβ+

] [
HU+

HD+

]
, (5.6)

in terms of the shear moduliµ−, µ+. The normalisationεβ−/β− = (2µ−qβ−)1/2

and thus all the entries in the matrixQ depend on the productsµqβ;[
HU−

HD−

]
=

1

2(µ−µ+qβ−qβ+)1/2

[
µ−qβ− + µ+qβ+ µ−qβ− − µ+qβ+

µ−qβ− − µ+qβ+ µ−qβ− + µ+qβ+

] [
HU+

HD+

]
.

(5.7)

The combinationµqβ plays the role of an impedance for the obliquely travelling
SHwaves.

Consider anincident downgoing wavefrom medium ‘−’. This will give a
reflected upgoing wave inz < zI and a transmitted downgoing wave inz > zI.
There will be no upcoming wave in medium ‘+’ and so we requireHU+ to vanish.
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5.1 Reflection and transmission at an interface

We define the reflection coefficient for downward propagation RI
D to connect the

wave elements in medium ‘−’,

HU− = RIDHD−, (5.8)

and a transmission coefficient TID connecting wave components across the
interface,

HD+ = TIDHD−. (5.9)

For the incident downgoing wave (5.5) has the form[
HU−

HD−

]
=

[
QUU QUD
QDU QDD

] [
0

HD+

]
, (5.10)

and so

RID = QUD(QDD)−1, TID = (QDD)−1. (5.11)

In terms of theSH wave impedances the reflection and transmission coefficients
are

RID = (µ−qβ− − µ+qβ+)/(µ−qβ− + µ+qβ+),

TID = 2(µ−µ+qβ−qβ+)1/2/(µ−qβ− + µ+qβ+).
(5.12)

For propagating waves in a perfectly elastic medium the columns ofD are
normalised to unit energy flux in thez direction. The coefficients RID, TID are
therefore measures of the reflected and transmitted energy in such propagating
waves.

The structure of (5.12) is not affected if the half spaces are weakly dissipative
so that we use complexS wavespeeds, or if the slownessp is such that we are
considering evanescent waves, provided we take a consistent choice of branch cut
(3.8) for the radicalsqβ−, qβ+. We will therefore refer to (5.12) as the reflection
and transmission coefficients for any slownessp.

As the contrast in properties across the interface becomes very small

RID → 1
2∆(µqβ)/(µqβ), TID → 1, (5.13)

where∆(µqβ) is the contrast in the impedance across the interface.
For this scalar case the reflection and transmission coefficients for upward

incidence from medium ‘+’ are most easily obtained by exchanging the suffices
− and+, so that

RIU = −RID, TIU = TID, 1− (RID)2 = (TID)2. (5.14)

5.1.2 Coupled P and SV waves

Although P and SV waves propagate independently in a uniform medium, once
they impinge on a horizontal interface there will be conversion to the other wave
type in both reflection and transmission. By working with fixed slownessp we
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Reflection and Transmission I

require the same horizontal phase behaviour for all the waves and so satisfy Snell’s
law both above and below the interface (figure 5.1).

The coupling betweenP andSV waves may be treated conveniently by using
matrix methods. We split the wavevectors, on each side of the interface, into their
up and downgoing parts (3.17) and partition the coupling matrix

Q(zI−, zI+) = D−1
− (zI−)D+(zI+) (5.15)

into 2× 2 submatricesQij; so that (5.2) becomes[
vU−

vD−

]
=

[
QUU QUD

QDU QDD

][
vU+

vD+

]
. (5.16)

We have already established partitioned forms of the eigenvector matrixD and
its inverse (3.36), (3.40) and now evaluate the partitions ofQ in terms of the
displacement and stress transformation matricesmU−, nU− etc:

Q(zI−, zI+) = i

[
−nTD− mT

D−

nTU− −mT
U−

][
mU+ mD+

nU+ nD+

]
, (5.17)

= i

[
mT
D−nU+ − nTD−mU+ mT

D−nD+ − nTD−mD+

nTU−mU+ − mT
U−nU+ nTU−mD+ − mT

U−nD+

]
.

The partitions of (5.17) may now be recognised as having the form of the matrix
propagation invariants in (2.68); since, for example,nU gives the stress elements
corresponding to the displacementsmU.

Our relation (5.16) connecting the up and downgoing wave components on the
two sides of the interface can therefore be written as[

vU−

vD−

]
= i

[
<mD−,mU+> −<mU−,mU+>

<mD−,mD+> −<mU−,mD+>

][
vU+

vD+

]
. (5.18)

Although we have introduced (5.18) in the context ofP-SVwave propagation, this
form is quite general and if we use theSH wave forms formU, nU etc., (3.100),
we will recover (5.7). For full anisotropic propagation we would use3×3matrices
mU, mD.

Consider a downgoing wave system, comprising bothP and SV waves, in
medium ‘−’. When this interacts with the interface we get reflectedP and SV
waves in medium ‘−’ and transmitted downgoing waves in medium ‘+’ (figure
5.1). No upward travelling waves will be generated in medium ‘+’ and sovU+ =
0. We now define a reflection matrixRID for downward incidence, whose entries
are reflection coefficients, by

vU− = RIDvD− i.e.

[
PU−

SU−

]
=

[
RPPD RPSD
RSPD RSSD

] [
PD−

SD−

]
, (5.19)

relating the up and downgoing wave elements in medium ‘−’. Similarly connecting
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5.1 Reflection and transmission at an interface

Figure 5.1. The configuration of reflected and transmitted waves at an elastic interface for
slownessp = 0.1.

the downgoing wave components across the interface we introduce a transmission
matrixTID by

vD+ = TIDvD− i.e.

[
PD+

SD+

]
=

[
TPPD TPSD
TSPD TSSD

] [
PD−

SD−

]
. (5.20)

We have chosen the convention for the conversion coefficients RPS
D etc. so that the

indexing of the reflection and transmission matrices follows the standard matrix
pattern, which is very useful for manipulation.

For these incident downgoing waves the wave elements are related by[
vU−

vD−

]
=

[
QUU QUD

QDU QDD

][
0

vD+

]
, (5.21)

and so, the reflection and transmission matrices can be found in terms of the
partitions ofQ as

TID = (QDD)−1, RID = QUD(QDD)−1, (5.22)

cf. (5.11) forSH waves. With the explicit forms for the partitions ofQ (5.17),
(5.18) we have

TID = i<mU−,mD+>
−1,

RID = −<mD−,mD+><mU−,mD+>
−1.

(5.23)

The angle bracket symbol acts as a dissimilarity operator, and it is the mismatch
betweenmD− andmD+ which determines the reflection matrixRID.
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Reflection and Transmission I

An incident upcomingwave system in medium ‘+’ will give reflected waves
in medium ‘+’ and transmitted waves in medium ‘−’. No downgoing waves in
medium ‘−’ will be generated, so thatvD− = 0, and now we have[

vU−

0

]
=

[
QUU QUD

QDU QDD

][
vU+

vD+

]
. (5.24)

We define the reflection and transmission matrices for these upward incident waves
as

vD+ = RIUvU+, vU− = TIUvU+, (5.25)

and from (5.24) we may constructRIU, TIU from the partitions ofQ as

RIU = −(QDD)−1QDU,

TIU = QUU − QUD(QDD)−1QDU.
(5.26)

For this single interface we would, of course, obtain the same results by
interchanging the suffices+ and− in the expressions forRID, TID; but as we shall
see the present method may be easily extended to more complex cases.

From the expressions for the reflection and transmission matrices in terms of the
partitions ofQ (5.21), (5.26) we can reconstruct the interface matrix itself as

Q(zI−, zI+) = D−1
− (zI−)D+(zI+), (5.27)

=

[
TIU − RID(TID)−1RIU RID(TID)−1

−(TID)−1RIU (TID)−1

]
. (5.28)

The eigenvector matrices depend only on the slownessp and soQ is frequency
independent. All the interface coefficients share this property.

The upward reflection and transmission matrices can be expressed in terms of
the propagation invariants at the interface as

RIU = −<mU−,mD+>
−1<mU−,mU+>,

TIU = −i<mD+,mU−>
−1 = (TID)T .

(5.29)

We may now construct the reflection and transmission matrices for theP-
SV wave case by using the expressions (3.37) for the displacement and stress
transformation matricesmU, nU etc. All the interface coefficient matrices depend
on <mU−,mD+>

−1 and so the factor det<mU−,mD+> will appear in the
denominator of every reflection and transmission coefficient. The transmission
coefficients are individual elements ofQ divided by this determinant, but the
reflection coefficients take the form of ratios of second order minors ofQ.
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5.1 Reflection and transmission at an interface

The denominator

det<mU−,mD+> =

εα−εα+εβ−εβ+

{[2p2∆µ(qα− − qα+) + (ρ−qα+ + ρ+qα−)]

×[2p2∆µ(qβ− − qβ+) + (ρ−qβ+ + ρ+qβ−)]

+p2[2∆µ(qα−qβ+ + p2) − ∆ρ][2∆µ(qβ−qα+ + p2) − ∆ρ]},

(5.30)

where we have introduced the contrasts in shear modulus and density across the
interface∆µ = µ− − µ+, ∆ρ = ρ− − ρ+. It was pointed out by Stoneley
(1924) that if this determinant vanishes we have the possibility of free interface
waves with evanescent decay away from the interface into the media on either
side. These Stoneley waves have a rather restricted range of existence, for most
reasonable density contrasts the shear velocitiesβ− andβ+ must be nearly equal
for (5.30) to be zero. The slowness of the Stoneley wave is always greater than
[min(β−, β+)]−1.

The expressions we have just derived for the reflection and transmission
matrices may alternatively be derived directly by making use of the propagation
invariants. Consider, for example, a system of incident downgoing waves with
displacements given by the matrixmD−. When we equate the incident and
reflected displacements in medium ‘−’ to the transmitted displacement in medium
‘+’ we have

mD− + mU−RID = mD+TID, (5.31)

and there is a corresponding equation for the tractions

nD− + nU−RID = nD+TID (5.32)

We may now eliminateRID by premultiplying (5.31) bynTU− and (5.32) bymT
U−

and then subtracting to give

(mT
U−nD− − nTU−mD−) = (mT

U−nD+ − nTU−mD+)TID. (5.33)

The invariant on the left hand side of (5.33) is just i times the unit matrix and so we
recover our previous result (5.23) for the transmission matrix

TID = i<mU−,mD+>
−1. (5.34)

The reflection matrixRID may be similarly found by elimination from (5.31),
(5.32). The expressions (5.29) forRIU, TIU may be found by constructing the
equivalent equations to (5.31)-(5.32) for an incident upcoming wave.

5.1.3 The variation of reflection coefficients with slowness

As an illustration of the interface coefficients we have been discussing, we display
in figure 5.2 the amplitude and phase behaviour of the downward reflection
coefficients for a plane wave at the interface appearing in figure 5.1. We have
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Figure 5.2. The amplitude and phase behaviour of the interfacial reflection coefficient for
the model of figure 5.1 as a function of slowness:∆ , ∆ critical slownesses forP waves
(α−1

+ ), Swaves (β−1
+ ); * onset of evanescence forP.

chosen to represent the coefficients as a function of slowness, rather than the
conventional angle of incidence, because we can use a common reference forP
andSwaves and so display many of the characteristics more clearly.

The behaviour of the reflection coefficients is governed by the relative sizes of
the waveslownesses forP and S in the media on the two sides of the interface.
Whenp > α−1

+ (here 0.125 s/km) all the reflection coefficients are real. At vertical
incidence the amplitudes of theSwave coefficients|RSSD |, |RHHD | are equal and there
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5.1 Reflection and transmission at an interface

Figure 5.3. The behaviour of a reflectedSVpulse at an interface as a function of slowness.

is no conversion fromP to S waves. The behaviour of RSSD and RHHD as slowness
increases is very different: theSHwave coefficient is fairly simple, but theSVwave
coefficient is profoundly influenced by theP wave behaviour.

At p = α−1
+ , P waves are travelling horizontally in the lower medium and we

have reached the critical slowness forP waves. Forα−1
+ < p < α−1

− , P waves are
reflected at the interface and give rise to only evanescent waves in the lower half
space. Oncep > α−1

+ all the reflection coefficients for theP-SVsystem become
complex. The phase of RPPD and RPSD change fairly rapidly with slowness, but RSSD
has slower change.

For p > α−1
− (here 0.166 s/km )P waves become evanescent in the upper

medium, but we can still define reflection coefficients for these evanescent incident
waves. The amplitude of RPSD drops to zero atp = α−1

− and then recovers before
falling to zero again atp = β−1

+ . The amplitude of RSSD has an inflexion atp = α−1
−

and the character of the phase variation changes at this slowness.
The critical slowness forS waves isβ−1

+ and forp greater than this value both
SV andSH waves are totally reflected. The phase for theSV wave coefficient for
this interface varies more rapidly with slowness than that forSHwaves.

When the reflection coefficients are real, an incident plane wave pulse with
slownessp is merely scaled in amplitude on reflection. Once the coefficients
become complex, the shape of the reflected pulse is modified (see, e.g., Hudson,
1962). The real part of the coefficient gives a scaled version of the original pulse
and the imaginary part introduces a scaling of the Hilbert transform of the pulse,
which for an impulse has precursory effects. The consequent pulse distortion is
illustrated in figure 5.3 for the reflectedSV wave pulse from an incidentSV wave
impulse, as a function of slowness. Forp < α−1

+ the pulse shape is unchanged, but
oncep > α−1

+ and RSSD becomes complex the pulse shape is modified. The large
amplitude of the reflection at and beyond the critical slowness forSwaves is clearly
seen and the steady phase change forp > β−1

+ continues to modify the shape of
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Reflection and Transmission I

the reflected pulse. Once the incidentSwave becomes evanescent(p > β−1
− ), the

reflection coefficient is real and the original pulse shape is restored.

5.2 A stratified region

We now look at the reflection and transmission response of a portion(zA, zC) of a
stratified medium by embedding this region between uniform half spaces inz < zA,
z > zC with continuity of elastic properties atzA andzC. In the uniform half spaces
we can represent a stress-displacement field in terms of up and downgoing waves
by means of the eigenvector matrixD introduced in Section 3.1.

5.2.1 The wave-propagator

The stress-displacement vectors atzA andzC are connected by the propagator for
the intervening region

b(zA) = P(zA, zC)b(zC). (5.35)

In the two uniform half spaces we make a decomposition of the stress-displacement
field into up and downgoingP andSwaves and using the continuity of theb vector
we write,

b(zA) = D(zA)v(zA−),

b(zC) = D(zC)v(zC+),
(5.36)

since we have continuity of elastic properties atzA,zC. The wavevectorsv in the
upper and lower uniform half spaces are therefore related by

v(zA−) = D−1(zA)P(zA, zC)D(zC)v(zC+), (5.37)

when we combine (5.35) and (5.36). In terms of a single matrixQ(zA, zC)

v(zA−) = Q(zA, zC)v(zC+), (5.38)

and by analogy with (5.35) we callQ the wave-propagator.
The wave-propagator has similar properties to the stress-displacement

propagatorP. From the chain rule (2.89)

Q(zA, zC) = D−1(zA)P(zA, zB)P(zB, zC)D(zC), (5.39)

= D−1(zA)P(zA, zB)D(zB)D−1(zB)P(zB, zC)D(zC).

By using the decomposition of the unit matrix into the product ofD(zB) and its
inverse, we have in effect introduced an infinitesimal uniform region atzB. This
is sufficient for us to recognise the wave-propagators for the regions(zA, zB),
(zB, zC) and so give a chain rule

Q(zA, zC) = Q(zA, zB)Q(zB, zC). (5.40)
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5.2 A stratified region

A consequence of (5.40) is that we have a simple expression for the inverse of the
wave-propagator

Q(zA, zC) = Q−1(zC, zA). (5.41)

AlthoughP(zA, ξ) will be continuous across a planez = ξ, the wave-propagator
will not be unless the elastic parameters are continuous acrossξ. Thus we must
choose which side of an interface we wish to be on when we split the stratification
for the chain rule (5.40).

Our expression (5.38) relating the wavevector in the bounding half spaces via the
wave-propagatorQ(zA, zC) has the same form as (5.3) for the interface problem.
Indeed we may identifyQ(zI−, zI+) as the wave-propagator for the interface.
We have therefore already established the formal basis for the construction of
the reflection and transmission coefficients for our stratified region in the previous
section.

We split the wavevectors in the uniform half spaces into their up and downgoing
wave parts and partitionQ(zA, zC) so that (5.38) becomes[

vU(zA−)

vD(zA−)

]
=

[
QUU QUD

QDU QDD

][
vU(zC+)

vD(zC+)

]
, (5.42)

which has just the same structure as (5.16). Thus for incidentdowngoingwaves
from the half spacez < zA the reflected and transmission matrices have the
representation (5.22) in terms of the partitions of the wave-propagatorQ(zA, zC):

TACD = TD(zA, zC) = (QDD)−1

RACD = RD(zA, zC) = QUD(QDD)−1.
(5.43)

With incidentupgoingwaves inz > zC the transmission and reflection matrices
are given by

TACU = QUU − QUD(QDD)−1QDU,

RACU = −(QDD)−1QDU.
(5.44)

For a single interface, at fixed slownessp, Q(zI−, zI+) is independent of
frequency, but for a stratified regionQ(zA, zC) includes the frequency dependent
propagator termP(zA, zC) and soTACD , RACD etc. depend on the frequencyω.

The expressions (5.43), (5.44) can be recast to express the partitions of
Q(zA, zC) in terms of the reflection and transmission matrices for both upward
and downward incident waves. The wave-propagator takes the form

Q(zA, zC) =

[
TACU − RACD (TACD )−1RACU RACD (TACD )−1

−(TACD )−1RACU (TACD )−1

]
. (5.45)
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When we choose to look at the stratified region from below, we prefer to work
with Q(zC, zA) and from (5.41) this can be found by constructing the inverse of
the partitioned matrix (5.45), so that

Q(zC, zA) =

[
(TACU )−1 −(TACU )−1RACD

RACU (TACU )−1 TACD − RACU (TACU )−1RACD

]
. (5.46)

If we exchange the subscriptsU andD and reflect the matrix (5.38) blockwise about
the diagonal, we recover the matrix (5.37). This structure arises because upward
reflection and transmission matrices are in fact the downward matrices when the
stratified region is inverted.

Our definitions of the reflection and transmission matrices presuppose that
zC ≥ zA. When we wish to represent a wave-propagatorQ(zE, zF) in terms of the
reflection and transmission properties of(zE, zF) we use the form (5.45) ifzE ≥ zF,
but if zE is less thanzF we will employ the representation (5.46).

The stress-displacement propagatorP(zA, zC) can be recovered from the
wave-propagatorQ(zA, zC) as

P(zA, zC) = D(zA)Q(zA, zC)D−1(zC). (5.47)

This relation gives some insight into the physical nature of the propagator. The
action ofD−1(zC) is to break the stress and displacement field atzC into its up
and downgoing parts. The corresponding up and downgoing waves atzA are
generated by the action of the wave-propagatorQ which requires a knowledge of
the propagation characteristics in both directions through the stratification. The
eigenvector matrixD(zA) then reconstructs the displacements and tractions atzA
from the wave components.

A particularly simple case of the wave-propagator is provided by auniform
medium for which

Qun(zA, zC) = exp{iω(zA − zC)ΛΛΛ}

=

[
EEEACD 000

000 (EEEACD )−1

]
, (5.48)

whereEEEACD is the phase income matrix for downward propagation fromzA to zC
introduced in (3.45). Since the off-diagonal partitions ofQun are null, bothRACD
and RACU vanish, as would be expected. We may also identify the transmission
matrices

TACD = EEEACD , TACU = EEEACD , (5.49)

for such a uniform zone.
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5.2 A stratified region

5.2.2 Displacement matrix representations

We now introduce a fundamental stress-displacement matrixBV whose columns
are theb vectors corresponding to up and downgoing waves at some level in the
stratification. We will be particularly interested in the displacement and traction
matrix partitions ofBV and will use these to generalise the concept of reflection
and transmission matrices.

At a planez = zG within the stratification we construct the displacements which
would be produced by unit amplitudeP andSwaves in a uniform medium with the
elastic properties atzG:

WUG = mUG, (5.50)

wheremUG is a displacement partition of the eigenvector matrixD(zG). The
corresponding traction components are given by the matrix

TUG = nUG. (5.51)

In a similar way we can construct displacement and traction matrices for unit
amplitude downgoingP andSwaves

WDG = mDG, TDG = nDG. (5.52)

We have here, in effect, introduced an infinitesimal uniform region atzG in which
we can define up and downgoing waves in just the same way as in the derivation of
the chain rule for the wave-propagator.

From the displacement and traction matrices introduced in (5.50)-(5.52) we
construct a fundamental stress-displacement matrix

BVG =

[
WUG WDG

TUG TDG

]
, (5.53)

and atzG this matrix reduces toD(zG). Away from the levelzG we may construct
BVG by using the propagator matrix for the stratified medium operating onD(zG),

BVG(zJ) = P(zJ, zG)D(zG). (5.54)

The propagatorP(zJ, zG) may be represented in terms of the wave-propagator
Q(zJ, zG) by (5.47) and so

BVG(zJ) = D(zJ)Q(zJ, zG). (5.55)

The explicit forms of the displacement matricesWDG(zJ), WUG(zJ) depend on
the relative location ofzJ andzG.

If zJ lies abovezG we constructBVG(zJ) from the partitioned representations,
(5.45) for the wave-propagator and (3.36) for the eigenvector matrixD(zJ) with
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entriesmDJ, mUJ etc. The displacement matricesWUG, WDG are then given in
terms of the reflection and transmission matrices for(zJ, zG) by

WUG(zJ) = mUJT
JG
U − (mDJ + mUJR

JG
D )(TJGD )−1RJGU ,

WDG(zJ) = (mDJ + mUJR
JG
D )(TJGD )−1.

(5.56)

The traction matricesTUG, TDG have a comparable form withnUJ, nDJ replacing
mUJ, mDJ. From (5.56) we see that

WUG(zJ) + WDG(zJ)R
JG
U = mUJT

JG
U , (5.57)

the field on the left hand side of the equation can be recognised as that produced
by an incident upcoming wave system on the the region(zG, zJ) which atzJ will
consist of just transmitted waves.

When zJ lies belowzG we use (5.38) for the wave-propagator and now the
displacement matricesWUG, WDG are given by

WUG(zJ) = (mUJ + mDJR
GJ
U )(TGJU )−1,

WDG(zJ) = mDJT
GJ
D − (mUJ + mDJR

GJ
U )(TGJU )−1RGJD ,

(5.58)

where the reflection and transmission matrices are for a region below the levelzG.
In this case

WDG(zJ) + WUG(zJ)R
GJ
D = mDJT

GJ
D , (5.59)

corresponding to an incident downward wave system on the region(zG, zJ).
For the displacement fieldsWUG, WDG the matrix<WUG,WDG> will be

independent of depth and may be conveniently evaluated atzG itself

<WUG,WDG> = <mUG,mDG> = iI . (5.60)

We have just seen that the displacement matricesWUG, WDG are closely related
to the reflection and transmission properties of the stratification. In fact if we
can construct the fundamental matricesBVA and BVC for two different starting
levelszA andzC, we can find the reflection and transmission matrices for the zone
(zA, zC).

Consider an incidentdowngoingfield atzA, on the regionzA ≤ z ≤ zC, this will
give rise to a reflected contribution specified byRACD . The resultant displacement
field may be represented as

WR(z) = WDA(z) + WUA(z)RACD , (5.61)

and we see from (5.59) that atzC this displacement field takes the formmDCTACD ,
with a comparable form for traction components. We recall thatWDC(z) is the
displacement field arising from displacementmDC and tractionnDC at zC and so
we have an alternative representation forWR(z) :

WR(z) = WDCTACD . (5.62)
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5.2 A stratified region

At any level in(zA, zC) we must be able to equate these displacement and traction
representations based on viewpoints atzA andzC so that

WDA(z) + WUA(z)RACD = WDC(z)TACD ,

TDA(z) + TUA(z)RACD = TDC(z)TACD .
(5.63)

A special case of these equations has appeared in the interface problem
(5.31)-(5.32) and our method of solution parallels that case. We make use of the
properties of the matrix invariants in Section 2.2 to eliminate variables between
the displacement and traction equations (5.63), and solve forRACD , TACD . If we
eliminateRACD we have

<WUA,WDA> = <WUA,WDC>TACD , (5.64)

and from (5.60) we may simplify the solution forTACD to give

TACD = i<WUA,WDC>
−1. (5.65)

There are two equivalent forms forRACD . Firstly in terms ofTACD we have

<WDA,WUA>RACD = −iRACD = <WDA,WDC>TACD (5.66)

so that

RACD = −<WDA,WDC><WUA,WDC>
−1. (5.67)

Alternatively we may eliminateTACD between the equations (5.63) to give

<WDC,WDA>+<WDC,WUA>RACD = 0, (5.68)

and so

RACD = −<WDC,WUA>
−1<WDC,WDA>. (5.69)

Under transposition,

<WDC,WUA>
T = −<WUA,WDC>, (5.70)

with the result that the second form forRACD may be recognised as the transpose of
the first. The downward reflection matrix is therefore symmetric

RACD = (RACD )T . (5.71)

For an incidentupcomingfield atzC, we have displacement and traction equations
involving upward reflection and transmission matrices

WUC(z) + WDCRACU = WUA(z)TACU ,

TUC(z) + TDCRACU = TUA(z)TACU .
(5.72)

The upward transmission matrix is given by

TACU = −i<WDC,WUA>
−1 = (TACD )T . (5.73)
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The upward reflection matrix

RACU = −<WUA,WDC>
−1<WUA,WUC>,

= −<WUC,WUA><WDC,WUA>
−1,

(5.74)

and like the downward matrix,RACU , is symmetric.
If we can construct the displacements and tractions within the stratified region

(zA, zC) corresponding to the displacements and tractions generated by upward and
downward travelling waves in uniform half spaces with the properties atzA andzC,
we are able to form all the reflection and transmission matrices for the region. The
expressions we have derived for the reflection and transmission properties do not
depend on any assumptions about the nature of the parameter distribution within
(zA, zC). For an arbitrary attenuative region we have therefore established the
symmetry relations

RACD = (RACD )T , RACU = (RACU )T , TACU = (TACD )T . (5.75)

These relations have previously been demonstrated by Kennett, Kerry &
Woodhouse (1978) with a rather different approach. When the medium is perfectly
elastic we can make further use of invariants to derive unitarity relations for the
reflection and transmission matrices and this is considered in the appendix to this
chapter.

5.2.3 Generalisation of reflection matrices

With the aid of the displacement fieldsWUG, WDG we are able to extend the
concept of reflection matrices to accommodate general linear boundary conditions
on the seismic wavefield.

As an example we consider the free-surface condition of vanishing traction at
z = 0. We construct a linear superposition ofWUG, WDG:

W1G(z) = WUG(z) + WDG(z)RfGU , (5.76)

and choose the free-surface reflection matrixRfGU so that the associated traction
vanishes atz = 0, i.e.

T 1G(0) = TUG(0) + TDG(0)RfGU = 000. (5.77)

Thus we have a symmetric reflection matrix

RfGU = −[TDG(0)]−1TUG(0), (5.78)

and the traction matrices can alternatively be represented as partitions of the
product of the propagator from the surface tozG and the eigenvector matrix at
zG: [P(0, zG)D(zG)]. We may regardW1G(z) as the resultant displacement field
due to an incident upcoming wave system atzG from a uniform half space with
the properties atzG. A useful associated quantity is the surface displacement
matrix W1G(0) due to the incident upward wave which we shall denote asWfG

U .
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5.2 A stratified region

Figure 5.4. The amplitude of the free-surface reflection coefficients RSS
F , RPS

F as a function
of slowness.

This matrix shares some of the attributes of a transmission matrix and has the
representation

WfG
U = −i[TDG(0)]−T , (5.79)

which may be found by eliminatingRfGU between the surface displacement and
traction equations.

If we move the levelzG up to just below the surface i.e.zG = 0+, the resulting
free-surface reflection matrix

RF = Rf0U = −n−1
D0nU0, (5.80)

is frequency independent at fixed slownessp. ForSHwaves, from (3.38),

RHHF = 1, (5.81)

and forP-SVwaves, from (3.37),[
RPPF RSPF
RSPF RSSF

]
=

1

4p2qα0qβ0 + υ2

[
4p2qα0qβ0 − υ2 4ipυ(qα0qβ0)1/2

4ipυ(qα0qβ0)1/2 4p2qα0qβ0 − υ2

]
, (5.82)

where

υ = (2p2 − β−2
0 ). (5.83)

With our choice of normalisationRF is a symmetric matrix, and we note

RPPF = RSSF (5.84)
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These surface coefficients become singular at a slownesspR such that the
denominator vanishes i.e.

(2p2R − β−2
0 )2 + 4p2Rqα0qβ0 = 0, (5.85)

and this is just the condition for the existence of free Rayleigh surface waves on
a uniform half space with the surface properties (cf., Section 11.2). In a Rayleigh
wave bothP andS waves are evanescent throughout the half space and sopR >

β−1
0 . For a Poisson solid(α =

√
3β) pR = 1.0876β−1

0 .
The free-surface reflection elements RSS

F , RPSF are shown in figure 5.4 as a
function of slownessp, for α0 = 6.0 km/s,β0 = 3.33 km/s.

At vertical incidence(p = 0) RSSF is unity and falls to a minimum just before the
P waves go evanescent atp = 0.167 s/km. For larger slowness RSSF has modulus
unity until S waves becomes evanescent atp = 0.3 s/km. The RPSF coefficient is
zero at vertical incidence, but the efficiency of conversion increases with slowness
until p = α−1

0 at which there is a null. For larger slowness there is a rapid increase
to a value greater than unity when propagatingSwaves and evanescentP waves are
coupled at the surface. RPSF drops once again to zero whenp = β−1

0 /
√
2.

At the free surface, the displacement matrix due to an incident upgoing wave is

WF = (mU0 + mD0RF). (5.86)

For SHwaves we have a simple scalar multiplication

WHH
F = 2, (5.87)

but forP-SVwaves the matrixWF has a more complex form

WF =

[
−iqα0εα0C1 pεβ0C2
pεα0C2 −iqβ0εβ0C1

]
, (5.88)

in which the elements ofmU0 are modified by the presence of the conversion
factors from infinite medium to free-surface displacements

C1 = 2β−2
0 (2p2 − β−2

0 )/{4p2qα0qβ0 + υ2},

C2 = 4β−2
0 qα0qβ0/{4p

2qα0qβ0 + υ2}.
(5.89)

These conversion factors are appropriate to both propagating and evanescent waves.
To satisfy the boundary condition at the base of the stratification, for example,

we would construct a displacement field

W2G(z) = WDG(z) + WUG(z)RGLD , (5.90)

whereRGLD is chosen so that a specified linear combination of displacement and
traction vanishes at some depth. If the stratification is underlain by a uniform half
space forz > zL we would chooseRGLD in the usual way so that no upgoing waves
are present in this region; the boundary condition here would be

mT
DLT 2G(zL) − nTDLW2G(zL) = <WDL,W2G> = 0. (5.91)
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For wavespeed distributions which increase steadily with depth belowzL we would
now chooseRGLD so thatW2 tends to zero asz → ∞.

5.2.4 Reflection matrices for spherical stratification

For spherically stratified media we may once again specify the reflection and
transmission properties of a spherical shell by surrounding this region by uniform
media with continuity of properties at the internal and external radii.

In a uniform medium we can separateP andSVwave contributions for which the
displacement solutions in the(l,m,ω) transform domain have a radial dependence
in terms of spherical Bessel functions. There is now the added complication
that the character of the solution for each wave type switches from oscillatory to
exponential across a ‘turning radius’ which forP waves is

Rα = p̄α = (l+ 1
2)α/ω. (5.92)

Above this levelRα we take solutions depending onh(1)
l (ωR/α) for upgoingP

waves andh(2)
l (ωR/α) for downgoingP waves. BelowRα we switch to solutions

which give a better representation of the evanescent character:jl(ωR/α) which
decays away fromRα andyl(ωR/α) which grows exponentially. The nature of the
turning levelRα is best seen from a physical ray picture. In a uniform medium a
P ray path is a straight line and for angular slownessp̄ the closest approach to the
origin is at a radiusRα.

For a particular wave type we will designate as ‘downgoing’, the actual
downgoing waves above the turning level and the evanescently decaying solution
below this level. Similarly, we will use ‘upgoing’ to mean upward travelling waves
above the turning level and the exponentially growing solution below. In this way
we achieve the same specification as was possible in horizontal stratification by our
choice of physical Riemann sheet (3.8).

We may now set up a fundamentalB matrix at a radiusR in a uniform medium
with a character determined by the relative location ofR and the turning levels
Rα, Rβ. The reflection and transmission matrices for a spherical shell or interface
may then be found by following the development of Section 5.1 withD(zA) etc.
replaced by the appropriate fundamental matrices.

For models composed of uniform shells it is worthwhile to follow Chapman &
Phinney (1972) and extract from the fundamental matrices a diagonal term which
represents the main dependence onR. This procedure allows the propagator for a
uniform layer to be written as

P(R1,R2) = F(R1)E(R1,R2)F−1(R2), (5.93)

where the radial phase behaviour is concentrated in a ratio of spherical Bessel
functions inE(R1,R2).

The propagation invariants (2.36), (2.68) carry over to the spherical case and so
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for the region(RC,RA) we can find, for example, the reflection and transmission
matrices for downward incidence atRA as,

TACD = <WUA,WDC>
−1<WUA,WDA>,

RACD = −<WDC,WUA>
−1<WDC,WUA>.

(5.94)

Here WUA,WDA are displacement matrices with upgoing and downgoing
character respectively atRA. For a zone including the centre of the sphere we use
(5.94) withWDC replaced by a displacement matrix whose columns are regular at
the origin.

Appendix: Unitary relations for reflection and transmission
In the course of this chapter we have made extensive use of the matrix invariant
<W1,W2> for two displacement fields. This form is appropriate for attenuative media,
but when the material properties areperfectly elasticwe can introduce a further invariant

WT∗
1 T2 − TT∗

1 W2 = {W1,W2}. (5a.1)

We introduce the quantitiesjα, jβ which specify whetherP andSwaves are propagating
or evanescent; we take, e.g.,

jα = 1 P propagating,

= 0 P evanescent,
(5a.2)

so thatjα acts as a projection operator onto propagatingP waves. It is also convenient to
consider1− jα which projects onto evanescentP waves, so we write

j̄α = 1− jα. (5a.3)

The elastic invariants for the partitions of the eigenvector matrix forP-SVwaves are

{mU,mU} = −{mD,mD} = i

[
jα 0
0 jβ

]
= iJJJ, (5a.4)

and

{mU,mD} = {mD,mU} =

[
j̄α 0

0 j̄β

]
= J̄JJ. (5a.5)

We construct a fundamental stress-displacement matrix

B(z) =

[
W1 W2

T1 T2

]
, (5a.6)

and choose

W1(z) = WDA(z) + WUA(z)RAB
D = WDB(z)TAB

D ,

W2(z) = WUA(z)TAB
U = WUB(z) + WDB(z)RAB

U ,
(5a.7)

in terms of the displacement matricesWDA etc. introduced in Section 5.2. The symmetry
of the governing equations (2.40) requires thatBT∗NB will be independent of depth; with
partitioned form

BT∗NB =

[
{W1,W1} {W1,W2}

{W2,W1} {W2,W2}

]
. (5a.8)
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If we evaluate (5a.8) atz = zA and make use of the results (5a.4)-(5a.5) we find

BT∗NB =

 −iJJJA + (RAB
D )T∗iJJJARAB

D

+(RAB
D )T∗J̄JJA − J̄JJARAB

D

J̄JJATAB
U + (RAB

D )T∗iJJJATAB
U

(TAB
U )T∗J̄JJA + (TAB

U )T∗iJJJARAB
D (TAB

U )T∗iJJJATAB
U

 . (5a.9)

We get a comparable form forBT∗NB atz = zB with the roles of up and downgoing waves
interchanged, and equating the two expressions forBT∗NB we have

i

[
(RAB

D )T∗ (TAB
D )T∗

(TAB
U )T∗ (RAB

U )T∗

] [
JJJA 000

000 JJJB

] [
RAB

D TAB
U

TAB
D RAB

U

]
− i

[
JJJA 000

000 JJJB

]
+

[
(RAB

D )T∗ (TAB
D )T∗

(TAB
U )T∗ (RAB

U )T∗

] [
J̄JJA 000

000 J̄JJB

]
−

[
J̄JJA 000

000 J̄JJB

] [
RAB

D TAB
U

TAB
D RAB

U

]
= 000. (5a.10)

If we now introduce the matrices

RRR =

[
RAB

D TAB
U

TAB
D RAB

U

]
, J =

[
JJJA 000

000 JJJB

]
, J̄ = I − J, (5a.11)

we can express (5a.10) as

iRRRT∗JRRR− iJ + [RRRT∗J̄ −RRRJ̄] = 0; (5a.12)

an equation previously derived by a rather different approach by Kennett, Kerry & Wood-
house (1978).

The matrixJ has the role of a projection operator onto any travelling waves at the top and
bottom of the region(zA, zB), andJ̄ projects onto evanescent waves. The joint operators
JJ̄, J̄J vanish.

When we apply the projectorJ to (5a.12) we obtain

(JRRRJ)T∗(JRRRJ) = J, (5a.13)

which shows that the portion of the overall reflection and transmsission matrixRRR corre-
sponding to travelling waves is unitary and this reflects the conservation of energy amongst
the travelling waves. Using thēJ projector we may also show that

(JRRRJ̄)T∗(JRRRJ̄) = 2 Im {J̄RRRJ̄},

(JRRRJ)T∗(JRRRJ̄) = i(JRRRJ̄)∗.
(5a.14)

The set of relations (5a.12)–(5a.14) enable us to establish a number of important interrela-
tions between the reflection and transmission coefficients for perfectly elastic stratification,
and we shall present those which will be useful in subsequent discussions.
(a) Propagating waves
If the radicalsqα, qβ are real at the top and bottom of the stratification, allP andSwaves
have propagating form and soJ = I , J̄ = 0 and thus

RRRT∗RRR = I. (5a.15)

The overall reflection and transmission matrix is therefore unitary and from (5.75) is also
symmetric.
(b) Evanescent waves
When bothzA andzB lie in the evanescent regime for bothP andS wavesJ = 0, J̄ = I
and

RRR = RRRT∗, (5a.16)
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and sinceRRR is also symmetric,RRR must be real i.e. all reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients will be real.
(c) Turning points for both P and S waves
WhenP andS waves propagate at the levelz = zA: JJJA = I , J̄JJA = 000. With evanescent
behaviour for bothP andSatzB: JJJB = 000, J̄JJB = I . In this case we see from (5a.10) that

(RAB
D )T∗(RAB

D ) = I , (5a.17)

the downward reflection matrix is therefore unitary and symmetric. This unitary property
requires that

|RPP
D | = |RSS

D |, |RPP
D |2 + |RSP

D |2 = |RSS
D |2 + |RPS

D |2 = 1, (5a.18)

where RPP
D etc. are the components ofRAB

D ; also

arg RPS
D = 1

2π+ 1
2 (arg RPP

D + arg RSS
D ),

detRAB
D = exp{i(arg RPP

D + arg RSS
D )}.

(5a.19)

(d) Turning point for S, Evanescent P
If only S waves are propagating atzA and all wave types are evanescent atzB, J =
diag{0, 1, 0, 0} andJ̄ = diag{1, 0, 1, 1}. Now (5a.12) reduces to

|RSS
D | = 1 (5a.20)

and from (5a.14)

|RPS
D |2 = 2 Im RPP

D ,

arg RPS
D = 1

4π+ 1
2RSS

D ,

detRAB
D = RSS

D (RPP
D )∗.

(5a.21)

The results we have presented in this appendix have been derived for a portion of the
stratification bounded by two uniform half spaces. They may however be extended to, for
example, free-surface reflections.
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